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Master Resale Rights Available In The Members Area! - This page and videos may take a few minutes to

load, please wait. *IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT THIS PRODUCT* I created this product revealing all my

eBay secrets (80 videos & software) last August 2007. I had OVER 1500 desperate people waiting to

buy. But due to certain software issues (which you can find out about in this video below) I delayed the

release of this product completely. The bottom line is, the software application that was included as part

of this package (which took me thousands and 12 months+ to develop for commercial release) was

disapproved by eBay for commercial sale to my buyers because it was just TOO revealing and violated

their policies. Feeling disheartened after all that hard work and time (12 months of my time and money

dammit!), I GAVE UP and locked these videos away on my hard drive forever, vowing never to release

them, swallow the pain and just move on. You see, this eBay product was the first ever product I created

and only 3 or 4 people ever did get to witness the masterpiece that was created. Even to this day I STILL

get people asking me CONSTANTLY about these eBay videos that I was glorifying last year as the best

comprehensive 'make money on eBay' system. 13 months on now... I have matured and learnt a lot about

Internet Marketing. Providing VALUE to people is how you become successful. I realised that the least I

can do to help aspiring eBayers, was help educate them and give them my videos since they contained a

VAST amount of knowledge. I wasn't going to gain anything by sulking, nor was I doing anyone any

favours by keeping all this knowledge to myself.   Since I created the course, eBay has changed quite a

few of their policies so certain content videos inside the members area may not reflect these changes

(such as the feedback and digital policy - although new 2008 videos will be available if you join my

underground club). But yeah, the overall marketing plan still holds EXTREME value (even though the

course was produced last year) and the information you can still gain from this product far exceeds many

changes. This course contains most of the pieces of the puzzle that you need to succeed on eBay.  

Watch the video above and I'll take you through what happened. Also note, that even though the sales

page below mentions and includes references (and screenshots) to the software, you will NOT be

receiving the software as it is NOT available anymore. References are there to give you an idea to the
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strategy behind this system. **HOWEVER**, I have created a brand new 2008 video showing you HOW

you can do what the software did but MANUALLY, using a free ONLINE tool - and it's in the members

area for you right now to watch. Now continue to read the sales letter, and thanks for your

understanding... Do You Want To Become Rich Online Fast? Forget about Adsense, Adwords, PPC,

Clickbank, Affiliate Marketing, Internet Marketing, Blogging, RSS, Article Writing and all the other long

winded, money draining schemes out there...make money QUICKLY, the SMART and EASY way..

DISCOVER How a Punk Ex McDonald's Employee Went From Earning $800 Per Month Flipping Greasy

Burgers To Making Over $10,000 on eBay PER Month, By Literally SPYING On eBay Power Sellers and

Stealing Duplicating Their Success For MYSELF. ..and Now For The First Time, I'm Going To Be

Revealing All My Controversial Money Making Secrets To a LIMITED Few.. So That YOU Can Do The

Exact Same Thing I Do.. and Stink Of Money...... .. Site Advisory: This Site May NOT Be For You. I

Cannot Promise That I Will Accept You and Expose You To My Secrets. Sign Up Now. Introducing The

'iSpy Auction Riches' Multimedia Course. The Step-By-Step Video iSpy Training Program That ANYONE

Can Use to Covertly EXPLODE Their Earnings On eBay With ZERO Previous Experience!" What your

about to learn will *FINALLY* give you what you need to succeed online... iSpy Auction Riches - 2007

RRP $844 - Multimedia Course & Software Every one of my job-ending benefits exposed: Learn the True

Insider Methods to eBay; the ones used by spies like me... the ones no-one has ever revealed... until

now. Quit your day job - with pocket money. The only eBay guide that tells it like it is. Hours of live videos,

all covering my back-door sneaky tricks. ...AND much, much more! Released on the web for the first

time... and possibly the last... Before I begin I am going to tell you that I am not here to lie to anybody.

There is a lot of stuff to read on this page and it is in *your* interest that you read everything. Do not get

distracted by the fancy videos or graphics on my site but *understand* the message and what I can do for

you. Most gurus pay copywriters thousands to create hypnotic sales pages so that they can sucker you in

with fancy psychological trigger words that make you reach into your pockets and hand them your credit

cards in return for rehashed information products. I have written *every* single word on this page by

myself. I am not a copywriter but an average guy who failed at many things in life but turned it all around

a few years ago to become really successful online. I have been making money under the radar for ages

but now it's time to announce myself to the world. If you are looking for a 301 page, 24 DVD set guide

(that comes in a massive box) that will teach you how to become rich overnight you are on the wrong



page. There are plenty of high priced, fluff filled junk info-products on Google for you to go waste your

money on. The Technique Is To Do The Minimum Amount For MAXIMUM Effect I pretty much hate hard

work. I am sure you do too so I am going to teach you how to make more money than you could ever

make in a job - *fast*, by being *smart*, without the hype and crap most gurus ramble on about leaving

you in 99 of cases non the wiser and still poor. Why am I revealing my secrets and software? -  I get

asked this a lot. It's quite simple so listen up. -  To prove that I know what I am talking about and get my

name out. -  To prove that it is *easy* to make a full time living online (by being smart). -  To help *you*

make *tons* of money. We all deserve a comfortable life. -  To wash the floor with the gurus who sell you

crappy *regurgitated* eBay information over and over again. They tell you girly things like "use a nice

picture in your auctions", or "make sure you have a good eBay title". We all know this. I am going to give

you the hardcore *REAL* eBay secrets. I am talking about the real hot, never before disclosed

techniques. -  These are just so *unbelievable* that you will go weak at the knees learning them. -  I have

done some pretty bad things in my life. You know, I constantly see the *real* experts 'giving back' to the

community again and again, and what happens, is that they become even more blessed. I feel that if I

also 'give back' to the community it would be a way for me to repent for my sins by doing this act of good.

-  Lastly, every single thing I have said is true. Words spread fast over the internet. If I am lying everyone

will know and my internet career will be short lived. I am here to stay. That means giving you the *very*

best. Let's get down to it. My story starts back in late 2002. That is when I opened my first eBay account. I

didn't know it then but that day was the beginning of my online search for wealth. I used my eBay account

to buy a few things I found on the eBay site whilst browsing. Most sellers start off as buyers. So anyway I

tried my hand at selling soon after and still remember my first sale and the trip to the postal office. I sold a

cd-r with a few files on it. The buyer was happy and left positive feedback the next day. I was on a

massive high, after that. I couldn't believe how easy making that $15 was! I was making good sales for

around three weeks and then the unthinkable happened. Competition arrived and my sales started to go

down. I tried listing my information cd in different ways, using bold, home page featured, and still, sales

were going down and eventually stopped.. Distraught and disheartened, I picked myself up and started to

look for wholesale sources so that I could find high priced branded goods like Sony, Nike, Samsung at

wholesale prices to sell on eBay and become rich. That didn't happen. I'm sure you have also looked

around for cheap wholesale sources, bought those $2 wholesale supplier source eBooks on eBay and



failed. Fast forward a few years and I started to get into the internet marketing arena. I tried to master

Google Adwords and ClickBank. I bought all the Adwords videos, courses, affiliate marketing packages,

guides, and everything else under the sun telling me how to make money using these methods. I was

excited. I was pumped up and ready to start. I thought I would become the next super affiliate. I was

certain this was going to make me rich. It just sounded *too* easy. Look what happened: Adwords spend;

3,572.87 ($6788.45 converted to dollars) Commission Made on Clickbank; $3150.55 Clickbank

Commissions - Advertising Costs = Profit $3150.55 - $6788.45 = -$3637.90 I was $3637.90 in LOSS!

Being a student and $3637.90 in debt is not good. Fast forward another year and I was still jumping

around from program to program trying different schemes out. The buzz then was Google Adsense so I

jumped onboard bought all the how to videos, course, and eBooks. I was excited, and ready to start. I

spent some time creating a few websites, put Google Adsense ads on them and uploaded them to the

web. I was very certain this time that this Adsense thing was going to make me rich. All I needed to do

was get a few clicks and I would be making $20,000 per month like the gurus. Again, it sounded too easy.

Here are one years earnings: I made $123.40 in one year. That's about $10 a month. It was pathetic. Fast

forward again and *hundreds* of get rich quick eBooks later this is what my pc looked like.. I had spent

thousands and thousands on these products that promised me unlimited wealth. I tried it all. I was

frustrated, desperate, and right back where I was a few years ago. I was back on eBay selling eBooks,

downloadable items, information CD's and stuff like that. I was making a few hundred dollars every

month. It wasn't going to set me free but it was better than nothing. Most of it went in fees anyway. Things

were about to change. Reading all the how to get rich crap over the last 4 years must have done some

good because I realised that If I wanted to be successful, I just had to copy somebody that was

successful. Even a fish could have figured it out faster than me. I needed to figure out who was making

money, and what they were selling. I went underground and became a spy. I started to spy on eBook

sellers to see what they sold, how many they sold, what their best products were so that I could steal their

success and products right from under their nose. Moving things forward I created the iSpy Auction

Riches system + software. I have never told anybody about what I have been doing. I created it originally

for my own personal use. I have been secretly using the software and my techniques to create a

*MASSIVE* amount of wealth by spying on eBay sellers. Heck, I was always good at cheating in school

;-) Imagine if you knew *WHO* was making thousands of dollars, and you knew *WHAT* they were



selling. Don't you think you could take and duplicate those products for yourself? What would you think

would happen to your bank account? Your bank balance would explode like mine did. Here are some

earnings over the last one and a half years for only a *few* of my eBay, Paypal accounts: My eBay

Account #1 (Below is a screenshot from one of my, many, online eBay accounts) $786.71 in 24 Hours! I

generated $786.71 with only *ONE* very profitable product that I found with my iSpy system. I set this

'part time' product up on this account just to show what is possible. No eBay Seller Is Safe.. Not Even Me

I do not reveal all my eBay accounts - you will realise why within the course. I wouldn't want you stealing

all my profitable products now would I.. You too will learn not to disclose your profitable ID's and how

much you really make to others. After all, it is just *too* easy to steal any eBay sellers profitable products

when you know my system. My eBay Account #2 (Below is a screenshot from one of my, many, online

eBay accounts) $31,091.70 in 30 Days! I generated $31,091.70 with only *FIVE* profitable product that I

found with my system. My eBay Account #3 (Below is a screenshot from one of my, many, online eBay

accounts) $17,229.88 in 30 Days! I generated $17,229.88 with a handful of profitable product that I 'stole'

from an eBay seller and became a PowerSeller. I feel sorry for that guy...NOT! My eBay Account #4

(Below is a screenshot from one of my, many, online eBay accounts) $2,413.95 in 30 Days From Another

Account! My eBay Account #5 (Below is a screenshot from one of my, many, online eBay accounts)

$837.52 in 30 Days From ONE Short eBook! My Clickbank Account #1 (Below is a screenshot from one

of my, many, online Clickbank accounts) $844.98 In Commissions Made Through The eBook Above! That

one eBook above made me an *extra* $844.98 in commissions from back end sales using one of my

*powerful* techniques - revealed in the course. My Paypal Account #1 (Below is a screenshot from one of

my, many, online financial accounts) 6,289.26 ($12,552.12) In Sales From *One* Paypal Account! This

account averages $400 per day. Click On The Play Button It's Time To Turn The Industry On It's Head

And Cause Chaos. While Everyone Is Teaching You To Rehashed Methods, I'm Bringing You New,

Fresh Material That Any One Can Use To Make Big Money... The journey you are about to take will

change the way you think, market and set your pulse racing like never before.. Introducing the iSpy

Auction Riches Multimedia System... Now Including OVER *80* Step By Step Videos! I'm Talking About

HOURS Of Material Here. Underground Techniques, Strategies, Secrets, Beginner Basics, & Even

Blackhat Profits (Stay Away From This One). It's All There. Actually See *What* People Are Paying For

and *Who* They Are Paying - So That You Can Duplicate *Exactly* What They Are Doing and Cash In



Yourself! Suitable for Windows 98 and above iSpy Auction Riches Software - 2007 Not Available

Anymore. RRP $397 The Ultimate Edge In Making Insane Profits On eBay: Find the super profitable

products to sell. Exposes how much any eBay seller has made over the last 30 days. Reveals their *best*

selling items. Steal and duplicate their most profitable products for yourself. The ultimate shortcut to

riches. Find profitable eBooks, digital products and physical goods. Analyze a market before entering by

watching how well another seller is doing with the product you want to bring in yourself. ...AND much,

much more! Released on the web for the first time... and possibly the last...
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